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Home decor

2024 NATIONAL INTEGRATED SPECIAL REPORT – 
DIGITAL AND NEWSPAPER 

Home decor, akin to an art form, transforms living spaces into 
personalized sanctuaries, each one a captivating reflection of style and 
individuality. Whether it's the cozy warmth of rustic decor, the clean 
lines of modern minimalism, or the vintage charm of eclectic styles, the 
world of home decor offers endless possibilities for crafting spaces that 
resonate with comfort, aesthetics, and a true sense of 'home.' This 
special feature will highlight aspects of home decor that Canadians 
should embrace when planning their home improvement projects

Proposed topic highlights:
DESIGN TRENDS: Exploring the latest interior design trends, from 
minimalism to maximalism.
FUNCTIONAL & STYLISH APPLIANCES: Highlighting appliances that 
blend seamlessly with your home's style while offering top functionality.
PERSONALIZED DECOR: Diving into custom decor options, from 
bespoke furniture to unique color palettes.
SUSTAINABILITY & ECO-FRIENDLY DESIGN: Discovering eco-
conscious choices like sustainable materials and energy-efficient 
innovations for a greener living space.

INTEGRATED CONTENT FEATURES: Turnkey solutions in which 
participating advertisers can be mentioned or quoted in at least one story. 

Source: Vividata SCC Fall 2022, National, Adults 18+

GET INVOLVED TODAY. CONTACT: 
RICHARD DEACON, Project Manager  T: 1.604.631.6636  E: rdeacon@globeandmail.com
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INTERIOR DESIGN SHOW VANCOUVER
Like DNA, design shapes our identity, which, in turn, influences design
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DESIGN IS ALL AROUND US –
from pencils to chairs to buildings
– that’s what Maïa Tarassoff tells
her young audiences. For Marije
Vogelzang, design goes beyond
mere things to include processes,
such as eating. The common thread
linking the work of the two women
– one an architect and educator, the
other an eating designer – nicely
illustrates the central theme of Inte-
rior Design Show (IDS) Vancouver:
Design DNA.
Both believe that design, like

DNA, shapes our identity, which, in
turn, influences design. From this
premise, their goal is to ensure that
design makes our lives better and
our environment more sustainable.
“Design is important, because it

can change our lives drastically and
for the better,” says Tarassoff. She
has turned her conviction – that
awareness about the designed and
built environment not only opens
our eyes to human ingenuity but
can also inspire us to affect a shift
towards positive change – into a
mission: to educate and engage
the next generation with Petit
Architect, which brings architecture
and design workshops to children
and youths.
“One of my main motivations

is to promote design careers and
teach design thinking through
hands-on workshops,” she says.
“We live in a very tech-oriented
world, and kids don’t have much
opportunity to engage with their
hands – to cut and glue and create.
I believe that in the future, these

skills will be rare but very valuable.”
Tarassoff’s mission is to inspire

kids to become “thinkers and
makers rather than just users,” she
says. “I want to plant the seed for
becoming citizens who engage in
a more conscious and thoughtful
way with their surroundings.”
Seeds, the title of Vogelzang’s

feature, reflects a similar objective.
“As humans in this age, we are
very focused on the digital world
and seem to live in our heads,” she
says. “I think food is a great tool
to connect with the real world and
awaken our senses.”
While food and eating are

deemed familiar, she has found
that we behave in a “very limited,
repetitive and mindless way when

it comes to food.
“Designers can turn the system

upside down and find new perspec-
tives and new tools to relate to
the act of eating,” she says. When
Vogelzang started working with
food as a designer in the Nether-
lands 20 years ago, she felt drawn
to something that “had a scent and
taste, something that could evoke
memories, bring people together
and connect them to the land,” she
says. “I also saw that it requires a
different attitude, since you are mak-
ing something that’s ephemeral and
cyclic. When is your design finished?
When it’s on the table? When it’s
eaten?”
Rather than makers of “pretty

things,” Vogelzang sees designers as
generalists who can make uncon-
ventional connections. “Designers
can use things we already know,
like food, and change the context
to make people appreciate them
more,” she suggests. “Designers
can present new perspectives on the
future.”
A new outlook is also what Taras-

soff hopes to inspire with Petit Archi-
tect, which she started in 2017 – after
moving from Paris to Vancouver and
specializing in passive house design.
“Many people are scared of the

future, and we need to show them
what is possible,” says Tarassoff.
“More than half of the world’s en-
ergy consumption is due to heating
and cooling buildings, so shifting to
energy-efficient buildings can have
a big impact. We have a lot of great
urban initiatives, like bike lanes and

parks, but when it comes to build-
ings, we need to do much more.”
Tarassoff, who works with children

from kindergarten age to grade 12,
believes that by promoting under-
standing of buildings and energy
consumption in youths, they can
change the future of cities. “We need
to engage everyone,” she says. “The
next generation is very important,
but we also need to act as role mod-
els and empower them.”
Engaging people is also key for

Vogelzang. “Food can act as a kind
of glue to bring people together,”
she says. “People may feel they are
different from each other, but if you
look underneath, everybody oper-

ates the same. That’s where I focus
my work on: the human layer. Not
the cultural layer. We all laugh, we all
cry. And we all eat.”

In addition to designing the central
feature, Marije Vogelzang will
be speaking about her creative
process at IDS Vancouver on Friday,
September 27, at 3:30 p.m.

Maïa Tarassoff is leading two
separate youth programming
workshops for kids aged eight to
12 and 10 to 14 at IDS Vancouver
on Saturday, September 28, and
Sunday, September 29.

What happens when a building
reaches the end of its lifecycle?
Where does everything go? Illustrat-
ing this narrative is the central bar at
IDS Vancouver, aptly named Restock,
which is a proportionally accurate
visual representation of materials
potentially salvaged, recycled and
designated for landfill from a standard
33’ by 122’ Vancouver lot.
By championing new approaches

to recycling and reusing materials,
the installation inspired a sea change
for IDS. “Rather than just making an
object, we hit a nerve about the envi-
ronmental footprint of a tradeshow,”
says Clinton Cuddington, principal of
Measured Architecture. “This inspired
a trend where our process could
inform the entire show’s material
footprint.”
The three partners involved in

fabricating Restock – Measured
Architecture, Unbuilders and Powers
Construction – represent the pillars of
the construction industry. “Together,
we want to tell a story of hope,”
says Cuddington. “The focus is on
materials that could be saved but are
currently recycled and downgraded.
We want to create awareness about
the advantages of unbuilding rather
than demolition.”
The footprint of the bar represents

an approximation of size of a typical
residential site, and the materials are
reflective of a single-family home
anticipating demolition: 15 per cent of
potentially reclaimed salvage mate-
rial, represented by stacked materials;
80 to 85 per cent of recycled materi-
als as mandated by the city; five per

Reflecting on her upcoming
entrance feature at IDS Vancouver,
London-based designer Emily
Forgot promises “an installation
filled with colour” and “assemblages
inspired by the shapes and architec-
ture of Canadian modernism.”
To this intriguing combination,

add Forgot’s penchant for work
that exists in a space between the
real and the imagined as well as
somewhere between the 2D and
the 3D world, and the result is sure
to dazzle.
Forgot brings a multidisciplinary

practice – encompassing art,
design and illustration – to her 14
limited-edition assemblages pieces,
commissioned by IDS Vancouver in
collaboration with Benjamin Moore.
Titled A Sense of Place, the work
draws on visual references and
inspirations from designs by famous
Canadian architects, including Arthur
Erickson and Ron Thom.
“My favourite part of a project

is often the research, so I enjoyed
making discoveries at the archi-
tecture library here in London that
became the springboard for my
drawings and eventually the relief
pieces that make up the show,”
she says, adding that the colours
reflect the array of paints available at
Benjamin Moore.
“Colour is another favourite part

of my practice. It’s fun to create
a unique palette for each work,”
she says. “So each collection has a
unique identity rather than one pal-
ette running through all my pieces.”
Much of the recognition for

Forgot’s hand-made architectural
assemblages originated with Never-
land, her first solo show during the
London Design Festival 2016.
Neverland changed her work’s

trajectory, she says, and confirmed
her place in the 3D interior design
world. “I’ve always had an interest in
interior design and design objects,
even though my professional career
began in the 2D graphic design and
illustration world,” she says. “By
making these pieces, I suppose I’m
bridging that gap – holding onto the
more narrative, illustrative side of
my work but embracing the other
disciplines that excite me.”
Also since 2016, collectors, interior

designers and architects – includ-
ing Somerset House, Selfridges,
Herman Miller and Absolut – have
commissioned bespoke pieces for
a variety of private and commercial
projects.
Being focused on her audience is

essential for her work, but Forgot
also wants to stay true to her vi-

cent bound for the landfill.
“Most of my contemporaries

working on residential homes are
taking the demolition route because
they assume it’s cheaper and less
complicated,” says Cuddington. Un-
builders do things differently, and the
company’s success can inspire others
to transition to a more sustainable
operation.
“A lot of materials available in a

typical demolition have potential
for reuse in new construction if the
design community embraces the call
and communicates to clients that the
effort does not need to represent a
premium to the project,” he says.
There is currently no requirement for
salvage by the city, but Cuddington
suggests that an introduction of a
combined provincial and federal tax
credit could mean that a salvage ap-
proach would represent savings over
current demolition costs.
The stacks of reclaimed materials

at Restock illustrate this potential.
“They are lent to us by Unbuilders

sion. “I wouldn’t be doing my job
properly if the client and audience
were not considered a priority,” she
says. “Saying that, with my more
art-based practice, I try and find a
space where I can be alone with
my thoughts and inspirations, sur-
rounded by the things that resonate
with me on a personal level, away
from the noise of social media and
the internet.”
It’s all about balance, says Forgot.

“I like being curious and open [and
led by outside influences], but
always having my personal sensibil-
ity and goals simmering in the
background – and calling the shots
when necessary.”
The original artworks will be

available for purchase at IDS, with 50
per cent of the proceeds benefiting
charitable partner Out In Schools, an
award-winning program that brings
films into classrooms to inspire
youth to step into the challenges
and the triumphs of LGBT2Q+ com-
munities.

and Habitat for Humanity, utilized
without damage and returned to be
used in building projects after the
show,” he says. “Their journey will be
documented through graphics affixed
to the materials.”
In assessing different delivery mod-

els for projects, Measured Architecture
makes environmental performance a
key consideration. “We typically focus
on low-hanging fruit, where we can
deliver sustainable options that are
equivalent from a labour and financial
perspective,” says Cuddington.
“When there is a strong collaboration
between client, architect and builder,
this sets up the context for great work
to emerge.”
Take the impact of the Restock bar,

for example. It has already resulted
in Unbuilders gaining salvage rights
for materials used at the show. To
Cuddington, “this is an incredible
outcome. When we demonstrate that
innovation can be delivered without
incurring a premium, that’s a catalyst
for change.”

I want to plant
the seed for
becoming

citizens who
engage in a

more conscious
and thoughtful
way with their
surroundings.

Maïa Tarassoff
architect and educator

RETHINKING
AND
RECLAIMING
MATERIALS

CREATING AN UNFORGETTABLE
SENSE OF PLACE

Titled A Sense of Place, the work
of London-based designer Emily

Forgot draws on visual references and
inspirations from designs by famous
Canadian architects, including Arthur

Erickson and Ron Thom. SUPPLIED

Seeds, the central feature at IDS Vancouver, comes from Dutch eating designer Marije Vogelzang and is presented by Caesarstone (left and centre). IDS Vancouver promises to offer new perspectives, not
only on the familiar act of eating, but also on design and architecture, for example in workshops for youths by architect and designer Maïa Tarassoff (right). LEFT, ILJA KEIZER; ALL OTHERS SUPPLIED

By reimagining the central bar as a visual representation for the content of a typical
home anticipating demolition, Measured Architecture, Powers Construction and

Unbuilders want to inspire alternatives for landfill-bound materials. SUPPLIED

IDS Vancouver runs from September 26 to 29 at the Vancouver
Convention Centre West (IDSVancouver.com).
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